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Outside it’s sunny as I’m 
writing this but we are still 
waiting for it to warm up 
properly. That hasn’t stopped 
the flowers starting to appear 
though. 

In the Dementia Café they 
are still continuing to entertain 
the café goers with various 
entertainment including arts 
and crafts, and we also had 
a young people’s choir in 
recently. I really like the fridge 
magnets people designed 
recently using the art of 
‘découper’, some of which 
you can see in this edition of 
the Link. We’ve had a few new 
people turning up to enjoy the 
conversation and activities over 
tea and biscuits, so if you are 
keen to attend do come along.

I’m determined that despite all the changes in housing 
policy happening around us, that we continue to try to 
move forward and work to make sure we continue to 
provide the best accommodation we can for you. We’ve 
been busy working on some of our plans to improve some 
of our schemes. In Abyssinia Court we will be expanding the 
number of homes by building into the roof space and we 
are also introducing new improvements such as communal 
tumble dryers on each floor.

Lastly thanks to all of you who responded to our 
questionnaire on the Link – we’re really pleased that so 
many of you enjoy it and really welcomed the ideas you had 
for additional material and information. On which note, do 
get in touch with us if you have any special days, artworks 
or gardens to share, and we can get you into the next Link!

Best wishes

Spring greetings

The blossom is out at Abyssinia Court
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Decorative Arts  
    at the Dementia Cafe

On 8th February Hornsey Housing Trust’s Dementia Cafe 
was visited by students from Haringey Sixth Form. The 
three Social Care students joined with the café-goers in a 
decorative arts activity, called ‘decoupage’.

Decoupage is the craft of decorating household 
objects, using special papers and glue, which leaves the 
object with a hand-painted effect. Its name is derived 
from the French word ‘découper’, meaning to cut out. 
The students were given a demonstration of how to do 
decoupage, before helping café-goers to try the activity 
themselves.

With Valentine’s Day approaching, we followed a 
‘heart’ theme and gave café-goers heart-shaped fridge 
magnets to decoupage onto. Despite not having tried 
decoupage before, everyone soon got stuck in and their 
creative flair emerged.

Everyone was delighted with the great results of their 

work, and the café-goers called it ‘relaxing’, ‘exciting’ and 
‘fun’, with several keen to try it again in the future.

The café-goers and students thoroughly enjoyed their 
afternoon together experimenting with a new type of art. 
The café was filled with laughter while everyone worked 
together, and at the end of it the café-goers were very 
proud of their fridge magnets, The students also enjoyed 
working with the tenants and hearing their stories.

The Dementia Café takes place every Wednesday, 
from 2:00–4:00pm, at Abyssinia Court, N8. It is run by 
Alzheimer’s Society in partnership with Hornsey Housing 
Trust. The café welcomes both tenants of the Trust and 
those living within the N8 area. The café creates a space 
for people with dementia and their carers to socialise, 
get support, listen to guest speakers and take part in a 
number of fun activities.

Dementia-friendly activities at the café
19th April
• Chair based 

exercise with Val

• Activity Arts and 
Crafts

May 10th
• Arts and History 

afternoon with 
Marine Begault from 
Alexandra Palace

May 24th
• Singing from 

Colteridge 
Primary School 
Choir

26th April
• A quiz 

• Chair-based 
dance with 
Michelen

To find out more contact the HHT Office on 020 8340 6374.
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On the opposite page you can read about the fun we had 
making decoupage fridge magnets. I was really inspired 
by the way people warned to the theme and am sure you’ll 
agree there were some lovely designs made on the day. 

We have plenty more going on at the café in April 
and May, as you can see. I’d like to draw your attention in 
particular to an event on 10th May.

We have Marine Begault coming from Alexandra 
Palace to do an Arts and History Project with the café. 

Marine and her colleague will lead a collage-making 
session using images from their archive.

It will explore the history of Alexandra Palace and 
Park, together with the group in order to recreate their 
own palace and park. While the project will be based on 
people’s memories, there is also the potential of adding 
fantastical/dream-like elements to the collage too! 

You will be able to use old photographs around events 
and things that have happened at the Palace, as well as 
images from magazines. 

Crouch End Picturehouse has dementia-friendly 
screenings at its cinema at 165 Tottenham Lane, N8 9BY.

The screenings are open to all, but are especially 
for people with dementia and their family, friends and 
carers. Complimentary tea, coffee and biscuits will 
be on offer before the screening and there will be a 
20-minute interval halfway through the film. 

Tickets are £4 for all categories and can be  
booked at www.picturehouses.com or by calling  
0871 902 5758 (calls cost 13p per minute plus your 
provider’s telephone access charge).

Crouch End Picturehouse 
screenings

Upcoming films:

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (U)  
(Howard Hawks, 1953)

10.30 for 11am start, Thurs 27th April

Marilyn Monroe and Jane Russell star in this musical 
comedy, also featuring Charles Coburn, Elliot Reid 
and Tommy Noonan: ‘Showgirls Lorelei Lee and 
Dorothy Shaw travel to Paris, pursued by a private 
detective hired by the suspicious father of Lorelei’s 
fiancé, as well as a rich, enamoured old man and 
many other doting admirers’. 

Lots to do at the 
Dementia Café
Andrea Carrington gives a preview  
of some upcoming activity.

Film London Archive Screening 
10.30 for 11am start, Thurs 25th May

‘This screening will feature specially curated clips of 
archive films that travel through various themes and are 
designed to inspire reminiscence, highlighting the social 
history of Haringey/Hackney as well as key national 
events of the 20th century. The screening will end with a 
chance for people to share stories and conversation.’

HHT Summer Event  
Save the Date!
This year’s Hornsey Housing Trust summer barbecue 
will be on Wednesday June 28th – keep a note of the 
date, and do please send us your ideas on what kind 
of event you would like – last year we had outdoor 
games, a tombola, Brazilian dancing and an ice cream 
van! Let us know if you would like those activities again 
or if there is something different you would enjoy.
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Tenants should by now have received their annual service charge 
schedule for the year ahead. 

As you will know all our tenants pay a service charge 
towards the costs of providing services and maintaining 
particular aspects of the building where you live.

These include such things as communal heating and 
lighting, or, if you live in one of our sheltered schemes, your 
Support Services Officer. Services charges may also cover 
other things like the upkeep of gardens and communal 
areas, or lift maintenance.

The different types of properties we have means that 
service charges may vary. However, we charge all tenants 
living in a scheme or a block of flats for the same set of 
services if they have access to them. For communal services 
you usually have to pay a share of everything, even if you do 
not use some of the services.   

The Trust is a ‘not-for-profit’ organisation, and it does not 
make money from service charges, we are only charging 
back the actual cost of the services. There are a number of 
service costs which we choose not to pass onto our tenants 
as part of the service charge. In such cases the cost is borne 
by the Trust. 

By listening to our tenants’ views on services – through 
both formal consultation and informal methods such as 
surveys, garden meetings and block inspections – we try to 
make sure our services offer value for money and meet our 
tenants’ needs. 

For example, last year some of our tenants told us that an 
increase in their service charge, caused by arrears resulting 
from estimated communal heating bills, was unaffordable. 
We acted on this and our Board took the decision to ‘write 
off’ the arrears which had built up, meaning the tenants did 
not have to pay them. 

To prevent the situation happening again, we worked 
with the utility provider to arrange the installation of smart 
meters, which give accurate meter readings, preventing any 
nasty surprises when people get their bills. 

And each year, our Asset Management Programme 
focuses on making more efficient upgrades to our 
properties, so that savings can be passed on to tenants – 
from installing movement-activated communal lighting to 
new energy-efficient communal boilers.

Service Charges
Service charges vary according to whether you are in a scheme like Sheba Court (left) or street property like Rathcool Gdns (right)
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Link reader survey
We’re keen to make sure you enjoy the Link as much 
as possible and that it’s meeting your wishes in terms 
of what’s in it and how it provides information. The 
last Link included a questionnaire asking you for 
thoughts on its content and style. A good number of 
you responded to the questionnaire. Here’s some of 
the things you said:

Readability
88% of you think that it’s an easy and enjoyable 
read – although a few of you told us of 
language barriers. While it would obviously 
be expensive to produce the Link in different 
languages, any tenants who would like to read The Link but 
experience a language barrier can speak to their Support 
Services Officer or Housing Assistant. Between them, our staff 
speak a number of community languages and may be able to 
translate articles either verbally or in writing. 
Alternatively, we can provide a translated 
list of key points in articles to give a flavour 
of the publication, and provide a more 
thorough translation of any articles which 
particularly interest individuals.

Activities
You also told us that you 
particularly like hearing 
about the activities of the 
dementia-friendly café 
and other dementia-friendly initiatives 
in Haringey, such as the regular Crouch 
End Picturehouse screenings. There is 
an appetite for regular updates about 
activities going on in the local area, and 
how to join in. And many of you would like 
to see more contributions 
in The Link which 
feature fellow 
tenants –  
their views, ideas 
and interests.

Puzzles
Most readers like the puzzles 
and crosswords, with 
some asking for even more 
challenging brainteasers to solve! 

Health issues
A couple of respondents 
mentioned health issues. 
We’re always happy 
to seek to provide 
further information on an individual basis, 
but if you’re aware of any issues you think 
your fellow tenants might like to 
read, then do feed that into us via 
your Support Services Officer or 
Housing Assistant.

Cost
One or two people asked about the cost to the Trust of 
producing The Link, but many more said they welcomed 
it as a way of informing people and making them feel 
part of the Housing Trust community. It’s also important 
when we are providing services and updating properties 
that we are telling you about that work, which is why the 
Homes & Communities Agency, the regulatory body which 
governs all housing associations, sees the production of a 
regular tenant newsletter as a key part of 
engaging with and involving tenants. We 
therefore we set aside appropriate funding 
every year to do this, and use people 
locally to produce it at competitive rates.

“Information  
on health issues are 

always welcome”

“The Link is easy 
to read. The 

printing is clear 
and I am happy 

with it.”

“Thanks and keep 
up the good work”

“it is useful particularly 
for older tenants, makes 

them feel part of a 
family/community”

“The dementia-
friendly screening 
and information is 

useful”
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We would like to introduce Lesley Sullivan, who has joined 
Hornsey Housing Trust as our new Property Services 
Officer. Some of you may have already met Lesley, who 
has been out and about inspecting repairs and arranging 
access for our contractors.

Lesley’s primary responsibility is to follow up any phone 
calls and emails our tenants send us about repairs which 
need to be carried out. If you have a new repair to report, 
or would like to get information on a repair you have 
previously reported, Lesley can book an appointment and 
contact the relevant maintenance contractor for further 
details. 

Lesley will also be monitoring and overseeing a range 
of the Trust’s property maintenance contracts – including 
gas servicing, pest control, water testing and fire safety. 
She will liaise with the contractors and make appointments 
with you.

Lesley has more than twenty years’ experience of 
working in housing associations, so she knows all the 
various concerns which surround repairs and how best to 
get the problem solved quickly.

To report a repair:
Tel: 020 8340 6374 and ask for Lesley Sullivan
Email: repairs@hornseyht.co.uk

Lesley 
Sullivan

Repairs at a glance
We categorise all repairs into either an Emergency, 
Urgent or a Routine repair. The nature of your repair 
will determine the time in which we have to complete 
the work necessary.

Routine
Routine repairs are those that do not interfere with 
your comfort and convenience, and do not cause 
further problems to the property. The timescale for 
attending a routine repair is 31 working days.

Urgent
This is when there is a partial loss of a service to your 
home that affects your comfort or convenience. If a 
repair is not carried out it will result in further damage 
to the property. The timescale for attending an urgent 
repair is seven working days.

Emergency
This is when there is risk or danger to your health and 
safety or when a repair is needed to prevent serious 
damage to your home or a neighbour’s home. The 
timescale for attending emergency repairs is 24 hours.

Send us your news! 
We’d very much like to act on your comments in our survey, 
and in particular will seek to provide more information about 
activities coming up. We’d really welcome any input from 
you that you would like to see in the Link. This could be: 
photographs, birthdays, anniversaries, short stories, poetry, 
paintings and drawing, or any other art. Anything you would 
like to share with your fellow tenants would be welcome. We 
can even come and photograph your artworks, or if you are a 
gardener, we can come and take pictures of your garden.

Drawing of  
Bob Marley by HHT 

tenant Paul Reynolds 
– do you have any 
artwork you’d like  

to share?

New Property 
Services Officer



I joined the Trust last August, primarily to provide 
support to all tenants who are likely to be affected by 
the recent introduction of Universal Credit in Haringey. 
Universal Credit combines a number of existing means-
tested benefits, including Housing Benefit, into one 
single payment, paid monthly, straight to the claimant. I 
provide specialist advice and assistance to tenants who 
are having to deal with these changes.

I usually start each day by checking my email, so I 
know immediately whether any tenants or agencies such 
as Haringey Council are trying to get in touch. I also log 
on to Haringey Council’s online Housing Benefit portal to 
check the status of any claim assessments I’ve requested 
for our tenants, so that I can inform them of the progress. 

I use mornings to deal with tenants’ rent enquiries 
and those with rent arrears. I complete Housing 
Benefit updates for some tenants. I send letters and 
rent statements to all affected tenants and update 
our system. I contact tenants with arrears and, if 
they are struggling with their money, I suggest they 
attend one of my Rent Surgeries, which I hold every 
Wednesday afternoon at the HHT Office. I look into their 
circumstances and carry out a benefits check to make 
sure they are receiving everything they are entitled 
to. In a recent case, I worked with a tenant whose 

Housing Benefit stopped because his circumstances 
changed. As a result, he had built up over £2,000 worth 
of rent arrears. After gathering all the information and 
contacting Haringey Council, I supported the tenant 
with an appeal. They were awarded the full backdated 
Housing Benefit they were entitled to, putting them back 
on track with the rent. It’s cases like these that show the 
positive difference my work can make to our tenants.

In the afternoons, I make home visits to tenants - some 
prefer this to meeting in the office. Although my work is 
mainly benefit-related, I try to find out if there are other 
issues I can advise on. Recently during a visit, I found out 
that a tenant couldn’t afford some furniture. I suggested 
that they could apply for a grant for these essentials from 
a charity called Hornsey Parochial Charities. Together we 
then completed the application forms for a grant.

 I feel that my job goes the extra mile because it 
provides support for tenants who may not know which 
way to turn. I understand how much pressure being in 
debt and worrying about making ends meet can put on 
a person, so it’s very rewarding when I’m able to help 
someone turn their life around.

Any tenant who would like to discuss rent or  
would like a free benefits check can contact me on  
020 8340 6374 or paulr@hornseyht.co.uk

A day in the life of…

Paul Rickards
Universal Credit Officer

Answers to 
the puzzles 
on page 8

Events in Schemes
Please contact your 
Support Service Officer 
or Hornsey Housing Trust 
for future events taking 
place in the schemes run by 
AaCE, Alzheimer’s Society 
and the Trust.
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D E V O U R S H E K E L
E E S C A I O
F O R M U L A M E O
U S R R E M O V E S
S P I K Y D O E
E O I C O L O N

N C L O C K I
G U S T O G G G
I U R E T H E R
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7 1 6 2 9 8 3 5 4
9 3 2 4 5 6 1 7 8
8 5 4 1 3 7 2 9 6
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Contact Hornsey Housing Trust
Telephone: 020 8340 6374  
(Office 9am – 5pm weekdays)
Fax: 020 8341 1134
E-mail: admin@hornseyht.co.uk
Web: www.hornseyht.co.uk

Staff
l Alwyn Lewis – Chief Executive
l Jonathan Steinberg – Finance Director
l Phil Johnson – Housing Services Manager
l Lesley Sullivan – Property Services Officer
l Olabisi Durojaiye – Financial Controller
l Vishwanee Ramtale – Management Accountant
l Mark Dibblin – Asset Manager
l Barbara Moore – Housing Support Coordinator
l Carla Pedwell – Corporate Services Manager
l Dennis Meredith – Housing Assistant
l Maria Reyes – Customer Services Administrator
l Paul Rickards – Universal Credit Officer

Support Services Officers
l Oluwatoyin Balogun  – Abyssinia Court
l Rexford Godfrey – Margaret Hill House
l Indje Shahin – Olive Tree House
l Petula Quamina – Palm Tree Court/Sheba Court

Don’t forget we have a 24-hour, 7-days-a-
week Emergency Repairs service – call  
020 8340 6374 at any time if you have  
an emergency repair to report

Other useful numbers
Haringey Housing and Council Tax benefits
020 8489 2800

Gas leaks (National Grid)  
0800 111 999 (24hours)

Noise nuisance (Haringey Council)
020 8489 1000 (9:00am – 17:00pm)
020 8348 3148 (17.01pm until 08.59am)

Crime stoppers
0800 555 111

Rubbish and recycling (Veolia)
020 8885 7700

Puzzles
Crossword

Sudoku

Answers to the 
puzzles are on 
page 7

DownAcross

The Link: articles by the staff of Hornsey Housing Trust.  
Editing/further writing by Tim Wilson; design by Bob Cree.  
All photographs ©Tim Wilson, except: p2 ©Andrea Carrington;  
p6 (Bob Marley drawing) ©Paul Reynolds; Icons: www.flaticon.com. 
Puzzles by Clarity Media. Printed by City Printing Ltd, Hornsey.
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Across
1 - Eat hungrily; gobble (6)

4 - Israeli monetary unit (6)

9 - Mathematical rule (7)

10 - Takes away (7)

11 - Prickly (5)

12 - Large intestine (5)

14 - Device used to tell the time (5)

15 - Enthusiasm (5)

17 - There (anag) (5)

18 - Polish dance (7)

20 - Acquiescent (7)

21 - Giggle (6)

22 - Sayings (6)

Down
1 - Deactivate (6)

2 - Variants (8)

3 - High lending practice (5)

5 - Swinging bed (7)

6 - Capital of the Ukraine (4)

7 - Make less tight (6)

8 - Instrument for recording heart activity (11)

13 - Illuminating (8)

14 - Bravery (7)

15 - Small boring tool (6)

16 - Welcomes (6)

17 - Became less severe (5)

19 - Piquancy; enthusiasm (4)

1 Deactivate (6)

2 Variants (8)

3 High lending practice (5)

5 Swinging bed (7)

6 Capital of the Ukraine (4)

7 Make less tight (6)

8 Instrument for recording 
heart activity (11)

13 Illuminating (8)

14 Bravery (7)

15 Small boring tool (6)

16 Welcomes (6)

17 Became less severe (5)

19 Piquancy; enthusiasm (4)

1 Eat hungrily; gobble (6)

4 Israeli monetary unit (6)

9 Mathematical rule (7)

10 Takes away (7)

11 Prickly (5)

12 Large intestine (5)

14 Device used to tell the time (5)

15 Enthusiasm (5)

17 There (anag) (5)

18 Polish dance (7)

20 Acquiescent (7)

21 Giggle (6)

22 Sayings (6)

5 7
3 4 9 8 5
6 7 9 3
1 9 7

9 2
1 6 9

1 6 5 4
9 3 4 7 8
8 7


